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'1Ell THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Euter• Illinois U•iwenltf, Charleston

CAMns I THEATER

Students direct .and perform
1,c...,aa,.,
Senior Campus Reporter

It's a Wednesday night - two
nights before the big opening. And
Stephanie Leasure isn't on stage.
She's not under the bright lights
she's used to. She isn't wearing stage
makeup or playing to all sides of
rhe audience in Charleston's Village
Thcacrc. She's not projecting her
voice so people in the back can
hear.
She's sitting in the dark, her left
arm around a chair back. Her tense
right hand clutches a pen held up to
her mouth.
Her legs arc crossed. A yellow
notebook tablet sits open on her lap
with notes scribbled on it.
Bur she laughs the hardest, with
a deep belly laugh, at the subtle
jokes rehearsed on stage.
She's the dircetor.
Leasure is one of three student
di.rectors for "An Evening of
Student-Direeted
One
Acts"
opening tonight.
The senior theater major is
directing "Take Five," a comedy by
Westley M. Pederson.
The other directors of the night
arc senior cheater majors she knows
well.
Scott Podraza. is direeting
'"dentity Crisis," a black comedy by
Christopher Durang.
Kacy Hawley is directing
"Haiku," a drama by Katherine

Snodgrass.
iast spring, each student chose
three one-act performances they
wanted to direct. Then they were
asked to submit two more. The
plays were ranked and, surprisingly
to each student dircetor, they each
were given their fuse choice.
Hawley's current production
wasn't even in the running for her
first set of choices.
It wasn't until she was asked to
submit two more options that she
fell in love.
She's used to playing comedy, so
a different tone would be more of a
challenge, she said.
Auditions arc held the first few
weeks of the semester for all fall
productions. Each production
has three nights of dress rehearsals
before the opening.
But before any of chat, the
director analyzes his or her script to
understand every aspect and begin
to develop characters.
The director must deeply
understand the script and then
create a real, believable atmosphere,
Hawley said. Then the director
makes the aetors understand the
script, goes over movement and
character motions and memorizes
lines.
Then each actor must become
the character and add his or her
own ideas and feelings.
"That's where acting scares,"
Podraza said.

CAlll£ HOWS I THE DAILY WTD IEWS
Students practice the opening act '"dentity Crisis" at the Village Theater Thursday evening. This is the first of
three student-directed one-act plays being performed today through Sunday.

During dress rehearsals, the
dircetor takes notes on each
performance. That feedback is then
given to the aetors to better the
performance.
Sometimes aetors do things
in front of an audience chat chey

wouldn't normally do, Hawley said.
She compared it co a math class.
First actors muse learn a formula.
Then they take that formula and
apply it and ma.kc it work, Hawley
said. The same thing goes for a script
and production.

If something is done well, the
actors hear abouc it. The opposite
is also crue - if something doesn't
work, it can still be changed or
reworked.

n SEE Dm<T, PAGE tZ

Popular comedian to look for laughs tonight
., .........
Staff Reporter

Tonight's comedian has shared
the stage with Dane Cook, Anthony
Clark, Chris Tucker and Jerry
Seinfeld.

Seen regularly on Comedy
Central, M1V and the WB, Danid
Kinno will perform tonight at 9 in
7th Street Und erground.
Gretchen Claypool, comedy
coordinator for Univcrsicy Board
and senior communication major,

saw Kin no at a National Association
for Campus Activities conference.
"I saw his act two years ago with
a previous college and wanted co
bring him in," Claypool said.
While Claypool was booking
comedians last spring, she talked
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.. Bl Senese competes In swimming
despite being scared d Walet Senese
spcJlle to staff reporter Adam Tedder
about tlis and Giiier challenges In
being a swimmer IA dis lnter\4ew.
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to Auburn Moon Agency about
different comedians co bring to
Eastern.
She saw that Kinno was an
option and talked to his agent in
order to book him.
In his act, Kinno joked that he

was com between rooting for the
Ukraine in the World Cup, since M
parents were from the Ukraine, and
not caring about soccer be.cause he
was an American.
n SEE COMEDWI, PAGE tz

I TECHNOLOGY

Discussion continues on
laptop requirement issue
School of Arc and Design at the
University of Michigan, and now
ATAC feels it would be a good idea
Is a laptop initiative the right to discuss the idea at Eastern.
thing for Eastern?
"We're in a technology era,"
Thar is one qucscion the said dean Will Hine, chair of the
Academic Technology Advisory ATAC coordination of technology
Committee ~ discuss at today's resources subcommittee researching
meeting.
the topic.
A subcommincc spent the
"Technology and education
summer researching the idea of is happening and it's going to
requiring all students to purchase a accelerate."
laptop when they enroll ar Eastern
ATAC talked about the idea
in che future.
during its October meeting and
The initiative is already being now wants to discuss the feedback
used at other universities like it bas had from the campus.
Indiana State University and in the
"The meeting tomorrow is just •

to hear back from the consciruent
groups," Hine said.
And from what he's heard,
opinions arc mixed so far.
ATAC
member
Doug
Lawhead said there are areas
on
campus
interested
in
the initiative such as graphic design,
speech communication disorders
and journalism.
Bue there are also areas ofconcern
with such a project including
costs co both the students and the
universicy and the actual need for
such an initiative.

n SEE WTOP, PAGE I
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Charleston kicks off Christmas
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cxrcnded and repeated.
"The music and the story line (for
the "Nutcracker") is so elaborate
char there arc so many areas chat
one can use and make different
but still preserve the classic qualicy
of the original ballet," said Owner
Jacqueline Bennett.
The dance center has been doing
variations of the "Nutcracker" since
the first "Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston," which Bennett said
was around 10 years ago.
"Everybody knows we're there,"
Bennett said. "We have kids and
their parents bring lawn chairs and
just sit outside and watch us."
Eastem's Healch Education
Resource Center will present
"Rockin'
out with
Healchy
Holidays" in Emjonashon Street's
window.
The presentation will feature a
dancing tree and present. Students
will also be out in front of the store
giving out Byers on a variety of
health is.rues, said Rachel Fisher,
promotion coordinator for health
services.
Health Services isn't the only
Eastern organization helping with
the event.
Eastcm's Mortar Board will
be wandering around the square
handing out candy canes, said
President Kathleen Keach.
Businesses outside of Charleston
contributed as well. Mandana
Pines Christmas Trecs, located
in Ashmore, donated a tree chat
is standing nexc to chc reindeer
"Mistletoe," Petersen said.
"(The square is) as full (of
decorations) as possible to make it
a really rich experience," Petersen
said.

The Diiiy bstem News is produced by the students
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- - term ercepl during ~vacations Of

Onlne production

6 and 8 p.m. Cookies and hot
chocolate will be provided.
"CTF is really excited about
helping out chc communicy,"
Shumaker said. "We chink it's a
Charlesron rradirion char needs to
be continued."
CFT's office on Seventh Street
will be one of che chrec businesses,
along with Jackson Ave. Coffee
and Ealy's Appraisal, to display
gingerbread houses. The gingerbread
houses arc part of a contest put on
by chc limes-Courier. Drop-off
hours arc from 5 to 7 p.m. today
at Jackson Ave. Coffee, said senior
employee Anne Townsend.
Carriage rides will also be
available wich stations on the
southwest and nonhcast corners
of chc counhousc. There arc two
carriage companies contributing.
six carriages total and chc route will
swing around chc counhousc.
Petersen said she was able to get
most businesses in the square to at
least decorate for the event, if not
participate in some other way.
For instance, Burwcll's Body
Art will be banding our popcorn
and harpist Hannah Drake will
be performing at Marianne's Euro
Deli.
A number of other businesses
will be having "live action windows"
which, instead of artificial displays,
will have real people performing
and cnccrtaining onlookers.
The Jacqueline Bennett's Dance
Center will be performing a miniversion of the "Nutcracker" in
Ru.ffaloCODY's window.
The "Nutcracker" is a two-hour
ballet and the dance center will be
doing a 15-minutc section of the
original ballet with the dance parts

- - - - ·Tom Rober1s
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This Saturday Charleston will
officially ring in the holidays
wich ics daborate presentation
of "Christmas in che Hean of
Charleston."
Kicking off chc festivities will be
a free showing of"Polar Express" at
chc Will Rogers Theater at 4 p.m.
Following chc movie will be a
parade beginning at 6 p.m. The
parade's route is around chc square.
It will begin on Jackson Avenue, go
up Seventh Street, wrap around chc
courthouse, and finish back where
it started on Jackson Ave.
Cars can't be parked in chc square
between 4 and 9 p.m.
The Charleston High School
band will be performing in chc
parade. Santa will also be in chc
parade, as well as a number of
costumed characters including
Rudolph, the Grinch,
Froscy,
liggcr, and Winnie chc Pooh,
said Karen Pcrcrscn, Charleston's
director of tourism.
The parade will end at Santa's
final destination, the Charleston
(CTF)
Transitional
Facility's
administrative services office locaced
on Jackson Avenue.
Children will then be able to sec
Santa and ask him for their desired
presencs. His elves will be tal<lng
piccurcs free of charge, Pcrcrscn
said.
Entertaining the kids while
chcy'rc in line will be Dave, chc
math dog. she said. Dave, a 7year-old golden retriever, can do
division, among other things, and
was on chc David Letterman show
just last week.
Owner Frank Ferris was
unavailable
for
comment.
CTF's second location, ics main
office on Seventh Srreer, will have
a variccy of musical actS between
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CAMPUS I ORCHESTRA

Concert features festive favorites
IJ Michelle Si...

MEGAN STEPP I CHORUS MEMBER

Staff Correspoodent

A holiday tradition continues
chis weekend with the sevench
annual Holiday Concert preformed
by the Eastern Symphony Orchescra
and men's chorus ensembles.
The performance will feature
holiday festive favorites including:
T chaikovsky's Nutcracker Suire
No. 1. Op. 71 , Christmas Cantata,
L:Arlesiennc Suite No. 2, as well as
Ave Maria.
The pieces have a craditional
nostalgia and arc very festive, said
conduccor Richard Robert Rossi.
"They are mostly from the 20th
century, very contemporary. and
highly rhythmic."
The symphony, with over 60
members, includes students, faculcy
and community members, Rossi
said. The orchestra and chorus
have been rigorously praccicing for
several weeks in preparation for the
concert, said Dan Crews, director
of the arts and humanity publicity
office.
With a concert just two weeks
ago, Rossi and the orchestra have
been very busy, but the holiday
concen ~'1.dictt No. 1 priority

"(The concert) takes away the stress of
final exams and just brings everyone closer
together to create beautiful music."
wich praccices three times a week or
more. Noc only is Rossi conducting
the concert, he is also singing with
the men's chorus simultaneously
during one piece.
"It will be difficult," Rossi said.
"But I chink everyone can handle
it."
A violin solo preformed by
Maureen Murchie, a music
professor, will open up the concert
while Alan Rotert, a senior music
education major, will direct his first
conduction of the Nutcracker.
Megan Stepp, a technology
graduate student, is a chorus
member who bas participated in
the holiday concert for the past
three years.
Although Stepp is not a music
major, her involvement in the music
department during this time of year
puts her in the holiday spirit.
"(The concert) takes away the

stress of 6nal exams and just brings
C"Veryone closer together co create
beautiful music," she said.
The concerc is a tradition around
the fuse week in December to
introduce the holidays, said Crews.
Noc only docs the concert
bring holiday spirit to the music
department but also to the
community with sing-along songs
during the performance.
"The concert will be over an hour
of exccllent music," Crews said.
Rossi also encouraged anyone
interested in attending the concert
to arrive early for a pre-concert
performance by chamber ensembles
staning at 3: 15 p.m.
The concert itself will begin
at 4 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 3 in
the McAfcc Souch Auditorium.
Admission is free for all students,
staffand &cu.Icy with an ID. Gcncnl
admission for the public is $10.

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle ...
Tell y our doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon

235-1245
345-1245
Engioeeiiogyour1etum to bealt/Jyliving

I JAl1 CONCERT

CAMPUS
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Tenor saxophone player Kyle Slemmer plays Room 608 under the direction of Sam Fagaly(left) during the EIU Jazz ensemble concert at the
University Ballroom on Thursday evening.

Jazz heats up cold weather
IJ Teurla Ruffi•
Campus Reporter

Rain and sleet did nor stop
srudenrs and jazz fans from
attending Eastern's Jazz Ensemble
concert Thursday night in the
Grand Ballroom.
Melinda Hunt traveled 50
miles with her husband ro support
her son and drummer, Clifford
Hunr.
Her long drive proved to be
worth the wait halfway through the
program.

CAMPUS

"It's awesome. I like the style of
music," she said.
Thursday's program featured big
band and blues progressive pieces.
Band members were sure there was
a piece everyone would individually
enjoy.
"They are going ro like the
variety of each secrion. It's going to
be pretty high energy," said senior
music education major Justin
Hunt.
Hunt plays the trombone and
was featured in "Flapjacks and
Maple Syrup" by Kim Richmond.
Room 608 by H orace Silver was

the leading jazz piece in the l 950's
and '60s and is still influential
according to Sam Fagaly, music
director.
"A lot of music we know comes
from this period," he said.
A few people in audience
anticipated the music department's
Paul Johnston arrangement, "Coffee
Pot" by J.J. Johnson.
"We were impressed with the
talent and want to show support of
the music department," said Donna
Witmer, a retired Charleston high
school teacher.
The Ensemble's reputation and

accuracy continued to draw many
jazz fans of all backgrounds.
Senior music major C hris
Alexander was a former band
member. He said that he enjoys the
effort that is brought forth from the
band.
"I like the variety of songs
they perform and how clean and
proficient they arc," he said.
The concert ended with a
bang with the salsa rune "Samba
DeCarrera" by Dean Sorenson.
On Dec. 5, Jazz Ensemble will
perform "Top of the Roe: The EIU
Jazz Combo" at 7:30 p.m.

I NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH

Film reveals hardships of Black Indians
Film gives students
l•sight into race with
1nique challenges
IJ Tearria Ruffi•
Campus Reporter

Black Indians' collective past
is unknown co many Americans
according to Richard Heape's
documentary.
"Black Indians: An American
Story" was presented on Wednesday
in the Lumpkin auditorium,
and it was rhe final event of
Native
American
Heritage
Month.
It was an eye-opening experience
for many that viewed the

film.
•1 had no idea regarding the
deb heritage of Black Indians and
why they arc not acknowledged
and recogni7.Cd for their

accomplishments and conrribucion
to the United States," said Pac
McCallister, family and consumer
science professor.
Black Indians are the ultimate
survivors in cultural difference and
race.
Earlier Native Americans did nor
have a concept of race and developed
an alliance with the African slaves.
"They endured many of che
same issues from Anglo Saxons and
politically they had to often combine
forces to survive," McCallistcr said.

Anglo Americans feared their
interaction with one another and

were even uncomfortable with
the multiracial children they
produced.
Many thought the Native and
African slave alliance would destroy
the American institution.
"Early planters saw any form
of interaction between Native
people and Africans as a conspiracy
co weaken their hold on power,"
said Mathew Jennings, associate
professor in history.
A cast system was immediately
established to maintain racial purity
and superiority.
Anglo Americans took many
' I

'

.j .

I

measures to rear them apart and
even erase their history from books.
"Scientific racism and its legacy
have poisoned American society
innumerable ways," Jennings said.
Stigmas and even shame in the
past have cau.~ed the legacy to be
forgotten.
One-third of the African
Americans
claim
to
have
native ancestry, according co the

film.
Many, however, are unable
trace
their family line
because
records
have
been
discarded.
to

.
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n Theft • On Friday, Nov. 17 it was
reported that a cell phone left in a
bathroom in the 9th Street Hall was
stolen.
Tlleft • On Monday, Nov. 27 it was
reported that a wallet and It's contents
were lost in the area of O'Brien Stadium
on Saturday, Nov 25. Subsequently the
victims credit card and Panther card
has been used. The incident is under
investigation.
TIHft - On Monday, Nov. 27 it was
reported that a old red bike was stolen
from a rack at Booth Library over
Thanksgiving break.
Tlleft Onr $300 · Wednesday. Nov.
29. Referred to another agency for
consideration.
Crimlul D...ge to Propertf I
Tlleft - On Wednesday, Nov. 29 it was
reported that a green and black Huffy
bike was damaged and also had several
accessories stolen from it while it was in
a bike rack on the east side of Andrews
Hall.

..

n In Wednesday's edition of The
Daily Eastern News, the story titled
"Performers dance, lip-sync, donate"
attributed a delay in the show to
""technical difficulties" that should have
been attributed to a medical emergency
for one of the performers.
Also in Wednesday's edition, the
story titled "Metamorphosis" incorrectly
identified Roger Reeler's major, he is a
speech theraP'f
Also in Wednesday's edition, three
stories were mistakenly cut off in midsentence. Under the heading "Biracial"
on page 8, the final sentence should
have read: '"EIU is a small school, with
a little more than 100 international
students. Sharing and learning others'
cultures through movies, such as the
event, is what we need for diversity
on campus,' Tanaka said." Under
the heading "Faculty" on page 9,
the final sentence should have read
"The next senate meeting will be at
2 p.m. Tuesday in the Booth Library
Conference Room 4440." Under the
heading "Drag queen" on page 9, the
final sentence should have read "'I feel
loved!' proclaimed the beaming new
queen as her reign on stage ended.
"I loved how loud they (the crowd)
screamed. It was really good.'"
Also in Wednesday's edition, Eastern
football's defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni's name was misspelled in a
pull quote attributed to him on page 10.
Also in Wednesday's edition, safety
Tristan Burge was mistakenly left off a
list of players from Eastern named to
First Team All-Ohio Valley Conference
honors for page 12.
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DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

By Rob Casapulla
University of Connecticut

I DAVID PENNELL
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I MARCO SANTANA

No more
N-word
Michael Richards said he is sorry.
He fdc remorse in the form of going
on a lace-night comedy talk show.
He met wich che Rev. Jesse Jackson
and che Rev. Al Sharpton, as celebrities
do when chey make a racist mistake.
And he hired a publicist, Howard
Rubenstein from New York, who,
according ro news reporu, has "strong
des co che black community."
All of chese seeps were taken because
he made che disgusting error of using
"che N-word" at a comedy club.
The face char using the term cells
anybody what word is being used
illustrates chat the word is used too
often. Bue what's the problem wich
che N-word? Is the problem with the
meaning or is it che concexc?
When Richards used ic, he was
attacking and lashing out at hecklers.
As a stand-up comedian, he should
know chat he is going to be subject
co hecklers. Hecklers and stand-up
comedians are codependent. You cannot
have one without che other.
Richards reacted in the worst way,
and it was interesting chat the hecklers
responded to the racist term wich chcir
own somewhat racist cerm.
If chere is a problem with the word
and not che concat, which I feel is the
way it should be, then everybody has co
work on a daily basis at getting rid of
the word. It should be removed from
dictionaries, thesauruses, encyclopedias
and, above all else, spoken word.
Bue it will not be done. Ever.
Black rappers and entertainers use
che word constantly. While they try and
say ending che word in "-a" rather than
"-er" makes it different, I am nor buying
it.
The word bas a history of being a
hate-filled word and continues co be
chat. Nobody can spin it and say chat
changing the spelling or changing che
context makes the word OK.
Richards should never use che word
again. Bue neicher should Chris Rock.
Neither should anybody.
Richard Pryor used che word for
a large part of his career. Ac times, ic
seemed as if he went hours wichour
saying a sentence wichout che word.
Upon returning from a ttip to Africa
in the 1980s, however, he said he would
never use che N-word again because he
didn't see anyone who represented che
negacive connotacion of the word while
there. They were merely a figment of
white people's imaginarions, he said.
Yer it continues co be used.
Even worse, ics usage continues co be
justified wich people saying chac black
entertainers and some black people are
trying co "reclaim power over" the word.
When a word is as cruel and horrid
as the N-word, ic should nor be a matter
of reclamation. Ic should be a matter of
abolishment.

•
OUfYtew

Federal government needs
to catch up with Illinois
ISSUE I Illinois increases its
minimum wage well above the
federal standards

Marco

Marco Santana is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at .........-.•. -.

$10,712 a year.
The federal poverty level for a family of
four is $20,000. The government also places

Once again Illinois has proven itself a

a single parent with one child who makes
less than $13,200 below the poverty Line.

The Illinois General Assembly approved
legislation char will increase the state
- 69 percent higher

With Wednesday's increase, chac same
worker would make $15,600 in Illinois.

minimum wage to $7.50 on July l, 2007

While that's $2,080 more chan the worker

than the current federal

minimum wage.

made before, he or she is scill poor according
to the federal government.

The federal minimum wage still lags

Even with the additional increase, an

behind at $5.15. The federal government

Illinois minimum wage worker is still below

should follow Illinois' example and pay

the poverty line. Bue Illinois government

workers che increase in wages char they

approved a solution Wednesday unlike ics

deserve.

national counterpart.

It's insulting chat the American

The legislation will include annual

government doesn't respect even it's own

increases co the state's minimum wage. In

workers enough to pay chem enough to

July 2008 ic will increase co $7.75. In 2009,

survive in today's economy.

it will increase co $8.00, and co $8.25 in

Nearly 650,000 Illinoisans will

2010. The final increase brings the fulltime

make more than $2,000 a year in extra

minimum wage worker closer co crossing

wages thanks to the effons of Gov. Rod

che povercy line with an annul income of

Blagojevich and lawmakers.

$17,160.

Before che Illinois House of

However, che federal government still

Representatives puc che final scamp on the
bill, Imnois had already raised the minimum
wage in 2003 above che federal minimum

lags behind. With the Democracs' victory in
Congress, che nation may soon be on its way
co reaching the admirable standard sec by

wage co $6.50 an hour. Bue even with chat

Illinois and ocher states.

increase, an employee working full rime

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at

would only make $13,520 a year earning

minimum wage.
A person living in a scare char uses the

FEATURED BLOGGER

Sutua

federal minimum wage only makes pre-taxes

leader on the national level.

Keep ban on
partial-birth
abortions

DENopiaioas@gmail.com.

I KEVINKENEALY
"h's kind of like the Shins, but not
quite as good. That's how I would
describe Granchille. Tiier sllow
pro•ise, but fro• certai•
trams, titer aow titer ca l•J dowll
·SHI• ltetter lt1df •• lite fnllre." I

••Ill

(U-WIRE) STORRS, Conn. - With
the recenc Congressional takeover by
the Democrats, people are going a lictle
crazy with what they chink the 11 Och
Congress will do.
You have rhe lunatics who like ro
pretend President Bush can and should
be impeached, but no one has ever
taken chem seriously (and probably
never will). A few IQ poincs above
these people are chose who chink a new
Democrac-conrrolled Congress should
and will move ro restore partial birth
abonions in chis country. The idea char
such a gruesome procedure should be
allowed again in this country is absurd.
Partial-birch abortions are divided
into cwo different procedures. The first
is dilation and extraction or "D&X"
abonion. The ocher mechod for lace
term abortions is known as dilation
and evacuation abortions (also known
as D&E abonions, or dismemberment
abonions).
D&X abortions have earned the
name "partial-birch" because the
procedure is almosr identical ro the
procedure used co deliver a breeched
baby (a baby who is born feet rather
than head first).
In the D&X procedure, the doctor
partially removes the fetus, intact,
until jusc che head remains inside the
mother. Hence why the rerm partialbirch abonion is used. The abonionisr
then insercs scissors into che back of the
half-delivered baby's head, forcing chem
imo the skull. Following this, a suction
catheter is inserted into rhe fecus and the
contents ofics skull are sucked our.
D&E abortions are even more
graphic and pose a greater threat co
the health of the mocher. In a D&E
abonion, fecal body pares are grasped,
at random, with a long-coothed clamp.
They are chen pulled from the ferus
- yes ripped off che body of the ferus
- and removed from che vaginal canal.
The remaining paru are subsequently
removed from che mocher until only the
skull remains. The skull is then crushed
a11d pulled our. Finally, che placenta is
sucked out of che uterus.
Now, as in any medical procedure,
both D&X and D&E abonions pose
risk co che mocher. D&E abortions,
however, pose a greacer risk, as it is more
lik~y chat fecal body pares will remain
in the mother, causing complications
and possibly even preventing the mother
from ever undergoing a pregnancy again
in her life.
During the Clinton presidency, 72
Democracs, including majority leader
Dick Gephardt, were voting in favor
of a ban. Likewise, 64 percent of selfdescribcd "pro-choice" people supported
the bans. In addition, 71 percent of
the general public supported the ban,
which had included in ir exceptions for
instances when the Hfe of the mother
was ac risk.
The gruesome procedures char I
have derailed above have been banned
in 30 states and were finally banned
everywhere when President Bush signed
the ban into law.
The ban on partial-birch abortion
muse remain. There is a national
consensus among even some of the most
ardent pro-choicers char partial-birch
abortions are unnecessary and acremely
abhorrent. Choosing to re-legalize
partial-birch abonions would be a
horrible mistake for the new Democratconttolled congress.

SEND US YOUR OPINIONS
E-.-1 I DENopinions@gmail.com
Mail I 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920
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Jason Duarte

Bue max, I'll spend $25. Ir kind of keeps us in the holiday
spirit with all the mess involved with school and scuff."
Glancing at windows around campus, students are
beginning to set up lights in their rooms, and some have
even sec up rninia~e Christmas trees co gee inco the
holiday spirit.
"One thing that we do noc allow is students covering
cheir entire door in wrapping paper," said Jody Scone,
assistant director of housing. "An abundance of paper is a
fire hazard."
Aside from wrapping up doors, Stone also made it
clear whac students should be aware of when decorating
the residence halls.
"Obviously they can't do anything that'll deface
university property, and the holiday decorations should
be made of fireproof materials," he said. "They can put up
lights, bur they need co be UL approved. As long as it's
UL approved, it's okay."
UL approval signifies char a product has been approved
by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
It ensures chat "the produce has successfully met
stringenc standards for product safety or management
system compliance," according to www.ul.com.
Some items chat students are not allowed by any
means co use as decorations in their rooms.
"Christmas trees are not permitted in the rooms,"
Stone said. "And candJes are nor pcrrnicced at all. Not
even candJes chac are not lie, they're coo much of a fire
hazard."
Gercing into the Chriscmas spirit by decorating can
relieve students' srress over the semes1:er crunch down.

Verge Reporter

It's almost that time of year again. The busiest, mosc
ancicipaced time of the year: rhe holiday season.
Whether ic is Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa or .a
diffc:renc celebration, people sure are starting co gee into
the holiday spiric.
Before heading home for the holidays, some srudencs
are seccing up decorations to spread some holiday cheer
around Eastern.
Mace Bollini, a resident assiscanc in Stevenson Hall,
said he will be spend abouc $100 on decorations chis year,
including a uee, lights and garland.
Aside from the residence halls, srudencs who live off
campus are celebrating as well.
Patrick Sprague, a sophomore political science major,
said his frarcrnity house spends abour $150 decorating on
wreaths, lights and traditional holiday decorations.
"Our new initiates take care of most of char," Sprague
said.
"A lot of people bring leftover scuff from home that
their (parents) don't use anymore," he added.
As for the residence halls, chere are some things chat
che university will and will nor allow students co use for
decorating.
"I know we're nor supposed co have candJes and
basicaJJy anything that can cause a fire other than a
microwave," said Jessica Gleadall, a Scevenson Hall
rcsidenc. "Most of it was boughc for me by my parents.

ltn Taylor. a freshman undecided
ma1or decorates some ornaments to
put around her floor m Lawson Hall
Thursday night.
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:NE/E/D for Cliristmas

By Michael Peterson
Senior Verge Reporter

When some college scudents were lircle children
it was easy for chem co come up with a Christmas
list for Santa.
Some children would hand their parents a lisr,
some multiple pages, of coys ranging from Ninja
TunJes action figures co Barbie dolls.
h was easy for children co think of things they
desired.
However, srudencs these days seem co have a
harder rime chinking of presents they wane, instead
of need.
Asking for gas money or tuition may not be
the coobc item co receive, but ic's much more
practical.
"l have no idea whac I'm gercing for Christmas
this year," said Bill Cozz.ins, a junior sociology
major. "lt seems like the older you gee, the less you
want. The only rhing that l\cp.uld thi1k,o~ wancing
is an iPod.''
..
• s;
'

Meanwhile, little chiJdren
who come and sit on Santa's lap
have no problem chinking of
presents they wane, said Cliff
Colberc, a mall Sama employed by
Manpower.
"Usually the kids will sic on my
"Some of the things they say or ask for can be very
lap and cell me what they want
interesting." he said. "Last year a licde girl asked me for a
for no longer than five minutes,"
pony. I chen asked, 'A coy pony?' and she said, 'Nope, a live
Colbert said. "Bue I have had some
pony.'"
kids come back co me chree or four
Megan Kuhn, a crisis clinician for che Coles County
times in one day. They would cell
Meneal Health Cenrer, said she believes pare of the reason
me what they wane and then they
why older people don't ask for more wanes opposed co needs
would go off with their parents and
is because they don't want to appear selfish.
maybe five minutes lacer they would
"My mother-in-law pretty much rreacs us like licde kids
be back and say, 'I forgot to tell you
and she wanes a big long Christmas lisc and it jusc doesn't feel
something.'"
right asking for wanes," Kuhn said. "It's easy co ask for that
Colbert has been playing Santa
kind of scuff when you are a kid, bur now ir feels like you
IAY WM< TllE DAILY WTElll IHS during the Chris~as season f~r cwo
should only ask for things char you need."
1
Bill Cozzens, a junior sociology
years now, and said he bas ~CCIVed •
major, lau'g~wftniSai#a-C~cil'JS!t~ 'l~~~W~Rfu°Equcscs for Chnscmas. ·~· .'1'
"'
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gifts.
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He said/ She said
Cheap gift ideas for the broke
BJ Matt Poll

By Holly Thomas

Assooate Verge Editor

Verge Editor

When you were younger
ChrisLmas was probably the
most exciting rime of rhe year,
right in fronc of your birthday.
Bur as you ger older, the
number of presencs under the
tree gers considerably smaller.
Beside chat, you now are
responsible for purchasing and
wrapping gifu for others.
This is rhe time of the year when you have to
decide who is worthy enough of a gift. and how much
you plan on spending on chem.
As a college scudenc, we have a bankroll that won't
even get us in rhe door at any major deparrmenc store.
But the best gifts sometimes are the ones you make
yourself and nor how much money you've spent.
I find char a Christmas card with a lottery ticker
inside always m<U<es a great gift, and if they win ir big,
hey you're enrirled co a piece of the prize, righc?
As a college studenc we can't simply get by with
elbow-macaroni paintings.
So perhaps. creating a scrapbook our of pictures
with chat special someone would bring a warm smile
to their face and keep a few Washingcom in your
waller.
Don't undere5timace gift certificates either. Of
course chis reflecrs how much money you've spent on
chem. If your budget is so low you can't afford any
of the aforementioned, then write chem a poem, or
better yec, a promissory note guaranteeing a back massage or dinner one night.
You'll save yourself a Joe of money this Y.'3Y and
you won't lo<'' 1 oughdess or cheap.
If you"re w
g co be funnywirh your gift, you
can always \\ f'I 1eir underwear up in a present and
give iL ro rhen
Use a box from .1 re-.tl expensive score, too.
It'll surely P.. m chem off and add to rhe hilarity. This
1 real gift, bur it mre will be funny
doesn't coum
when thC) op
d see the dirty whites sitting in
a box.
Whatever c.
le may be jusr keep in mind the
poim of the holidap is to make people happy and
spend time wich family. It's not about what you gee,
it's about what you give.
Happy Holidays!

It's che end of the semester,
which most likely means the
end of the cash Aow in your
wallec.
There are monthly bills due,
lase-minute outings wich friends
and chc inescapable gifts to be
bought. Unforrunacely bill\
must be paid, drinks aren't free but luckily gifts don't
have to cost much at all.
Homemade cookies always go over well. Just buy
the necessities and bake away. No one bates cookies, and if they do, why are you friends with them?
Cookies are delicious and sweet. You know what else
is sweet, puppies. And if someone says they hace cookies, well chey might as well hate puppies. And no one
who hates puppies deserves a gift.
If you're nor a good cook, put together a care
package. Decorate a box and stuff it with your friends'
favorite snacks. If ic's for a roommate with quesrionable hygiene, load it up wich coilerries. It's che gift chat
keeps on giving. Roommate gees a presenr; you get co
take deep breaths without gagging.
Homemade cookbooks go over well coo. This can
also be a chance co nonchalantly inform your friend
they've gained the freshmen 15 a couple times chis
~em~ter and need a change in their diet, so supply
low-fat or low-carb recipes.
Personal writings can be a very romaric, yer cheap
gifc. Poems, short stories and songs take time, noc
money so sec aside more chan five minutes to write
chem.
A person will be able co cell the difference between
a good piece of work and something char cook three
minutes.
Writing a song always goe5 well with che ladies, buc
actually singing ic ro her will do you wonders. Nothing is more romantic than having ~omeone sing a song
about you.
If they do something wrong in the relationship,
you can't gee mad ar chem if they play the "get out of
jail" coupon. If it's for a friend, a coupon could read
"one coffee ar Java, my treat" or "I'll take our che trash
for a week."
Remember ic's the rhoughr char counrs. A gifr is
more meaningful the more thought you put inco it,
nor the more money you put into ic.
Have a Merry Christmas !

Poli and Thomas can be reached at DElherge@gmail.co•.

» Christmas
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"Most people outgrow the
stage where they feel the constant
need co ask for things. If there is
something chat you really wane,
you have your own money co gee
it," she said. "Whereas, when you
are a kid you have to depend on
your parents co buy everything chat
you \\'ant. But as an adult you can

save up and treac yourself every
once in a while."
Colbert said he chinks the
reason younger and elder adults
don't ask for as many presents
is because they stop believing in
Santa Claus and the magic of
Christmas.
"I think when kids get older

they just scop believing. By rhe
time chey are 12 or 13 they don't
believe Santa Claus exisrs," Colbert
said. "Its pare of growing up,
though.
Older kids cell chem char there
is no such thing as Santa and rhen
chey just scan gercing out of rhe
spirit."

~
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Christmas CD leaves
listeners in
holiday mood
••••c ••••

*

What do you want
for Christmas?
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CD: The Perfect Christmas
Artist: Various

., llkole Milstead
Yerge Critic

For an impulse buy ac che checkout
lane at Bach and Body Works, "The Perfect
Christmas" CD was well worch the $10
donation to Make A Wish Foundation.
lt is by far che mosr well rowtded Chriscmas CD. It is also a lictle surprising.
The two CD set of "Glisten" and "Glow"
has a coral of 25 songs wich almost rwo
hours of music.
This CD has a liccle someching from
every genre for every music fan.
The classics such as Bing Crosby, Ella
Fingerald and Doris Day bring in the traditional Christmas wich songs such as "Santa
Cla~ is Coming ro Town."
Jason Mraz brought a current pop flavor
to the old song "Winter Wonderland."
Another new rake on Christmas were
a few anti-Christmas songs by Something
Corporate with "Forgec December" and The

Click Five wich "My Girlfriend Forgoc Mc
this Chrisunas."
Country may not seem Christmas to
everyone but it seems to be popular here
in Charleston and chis CD has locs of big
names singing great songs.
Those who contributed include Rascal
Flatts, Reba McEntire, L:e Ann Womack,
and her highness. Dolly Parton.
Also included were some new Chrisrmas
favorites such as "Green Christmas" by che
Barenaked Ladies and "Sama Baby" by The
Pussycat Dolls, which arc both favorites of
radio stations nationwide.
le provides all the cla.'>Sics wich a mix of
some new.
This is the perfect CD for the family chat
cannot agree on music ro liscen to while
decorating che tree.
Plus remember this is che season for
giving and giving this to yourself can make
a dream come true with the donation you
gave.

Finally a Fantasy
for all fans

****

Game: Final Fantasy Ill
Console: PSZ
Developer: SquareEnix
,, DMiel hclleJ
Yerge Critic

Final Fantasy simply gives che blueprint
for che genre of role playing games starting
on che original Nintendo Entertainment
System moving all che way to che Playstation
2, and soon to be che PS3.
These incredible sagas, now 18 games
deep, have always been regarded as almoscpcrfect games and chcy never seem co disappoint.
Final Fantasy XII leaves absolutely nothing to be desired.
It is the best of ics rime as far as RPGs
are concerned, and che best Final Fantasy to
grace the PS2.
What makes it so good is the devdopcrs.
SquareEnix has taken away everything that is
wrong with RPGs and made it seamless and
an absolute joy to play.
The first and most noticeable element
changed in Final Fantasy XII is the battle
system.
In RPGs of the past, the norm was to
hPe the characters roam a world map and
hPe them encounter random bactles where

.
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In Final Fantasy XII the bactlc system is
much different.
Now, a big mistake that many have made
when coming into chis game is the new
bactle mechanic is aetion-orienced and not
rum-based.
In reality, Final Fantasy XII srill relics on
a turn-based engine (much as chc old games
did), but it just disguises that face with a
clever use of time bars and simultaneous
charaeter movement.
This means chat the camera is now entirely free, allowing users to move their view
co any angle they like, and enemies arc no
longer randomly encountered, but you can
see them and their behavior is in real time
jusc as your own.
The incredibly rich story line and character development leave the player with an
overwhelming desire co continue the story.
This is a good fact considering the expected game play is over 100 hours, and chere is
a great deal ofside quests to conquer.
Final Fantasy XII is a fantastic role playing game and worch the purchase.
It blows this year's PS2 compccition right
out of the water and is among the all-rime
ditt"lt)!e-~ms ~ mad( for the system .
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Justin Gross, a speci e uation major, wants Madden
007.
"I'm a Big Madden Fan!"

Kim Larson, a speci e ution and early childhood
ducation major just wants
amily and friends.
"I would like my friends
d family to come home
rom Iraq safely."
J

Jo
e, a seruor
amily and consumer science
major wants PF Fliers.
"So I can run faster and
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Senior CIS major Steve Patterson fights with his roommate, Jason Reinneck, a senior management major. The holidays
can stress out roommates, family and friends and cause arguments and fights.

Holidays are filled with love, laughter and fights
Family togetherness can bring a lot of cheer with a lot of stress. Students leave an environment where they are
independent and return home wnere sometJmes they lose a little of the independence they have on campus.

Visiting relacivcs, home-cooked food and
festive decorations arc all apart of the holidays, however, sometimes the holidays bring
stress and anger.
Some college students decided to continue their education far from home and
dread going home for chc holidays.
Stress and anger varies through common
problems like struggling financially, poor
grades at the end of che semester, returning
home, and relationship conAicts, among
ochers.
Russell Gruber, a psychology professor,
said srudcnts go to college co form independence, and when they return home, they arc
immediately pushed back into chat child-like
environment.
Even as a middle-aged adulc, people get
put into the stereotypical family roles when
coming together.
For instance, srudcnts will always be children co their parents and parents will always

be authority figures co their children.
"It's bound co make anyone angry
sometimes," Gruber said. "Families unite
where everyone plays a role and a college
education may get you ouc of that role, bur
during breaks students are forced back into ic
unwillingly."
Many students are trying co figure out
what they wane co do in life and don'c know
what their future is going to bring, said Justin Hillstrom, a senior sociology major.
Students are used to making cheir own
decisions and having freedom, and when
they return back home some have to behave
in ways that doesn't feel like their true self,
Gruber said.
In some instances, parents expect students
co ace like an adult and instead they fall into
their child role, said Deidre Beausoleil, a
sophomore sociology major.
'"Take everything with a grain ofsalt,n sh_e
said. "Families arc stressed out as wdl and it
helps to talk to someone. Taking it out on
yourself can be overwhelming."
When stressed or angry, exercising, read-

ing or watching a movie can hdp one relax.
Even simply finding a quiet place when
all the family is around can calm one down.
A conAict chat tends co arise among families and friends are opposing views, especially
when a large group of f.unily and friends
gets together for the holidays. Living in new
and/or different environments from family
and friends back home can change students'
outlooks.
College students arc exposed to many
different views and anirudes, which may lead
chem to chink about the world in a different
perspective, Gruber said.
Students can minimize confliccs by being
prepared and knowing the feelings they may
experience.
If they anticipate divergence they may
have an easier time controlling it, he said.
It is inevitable: students will become
stressed out or angry sometime.
Students should also keep in mind the
affect they have on their family, if they come
in with a positive attitude family members
may be surprised and nicer cowards them,

Hillstrom said.
It's better to try to avoid and gee rid of
anger because it doesn't hdp anyone in anyway and causes unnecessary conflias.
"They should accept the fact it is normal
human feelings," Gruber said. "Students will
have these kinds of reactions and feelings
but don't waht to let their feelings get carried aw.~y with violence or common breakdowns.
Breathing exercises and stretching are also
helpful because it works tension out of body,
Hillstrom said.
It is common for communication co
breakdown when students are angry because
of unwillingly crying co understand someone
else's point of view.
"I see the world through my eyes and I
naturally chink I'm right," Gruber said. "I
rcaliud ocher people see the world through
their eyes and chink they are also righr."
In order co resolve confliccs, people need
to understand that everyone sees the world
from their own perspective, which is the
basis pan of the common good, he said.

The 411 ,on local weekend events
Theater/Movies
The classic film "lc's a Wonderful Life"
will be showing at The Virginia Theatre
(located at 203 W. Park Ave. in Champaign).
The showings will be on Friday and Saturday
and begins at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $5. For
more information, call 355-9053.
"An Evening of Student-Directed Plays"
will be held today at the Village Theater
(located at 960 18"' St.). The show begins at
7 p.m. and admission is $10 for adults, $8
for senior citizens and $5 for srudcnts. For
more information, call 581-3110.

The Charleston Alley Theater will be
doing their rendition of"Sc. George and the
Dragon ac Christmas Tade" on Saturday at
7 p.m. General ~ion is $6 and ~for •
children under 12. Students and .senioJ:S. Fer

more information, call 345-2287.
The "Nutcracker" will be performed by
the Champaign:Urbana Ballet and Sinfonia
da Camera. The show is Friday at 7:30 p.m.
and Saturday at 2 p.m. It will be at the
Krannen Center for the Performing Arts
{located on 500 S. Goodwin in Urbana). For
more information, call 3 51-1521.
"The Chrisanas Express" will be
performed at The Rantoul Theatre Group
(located at 914 Arends Blvd. in Rantoul) chis
Sunday. The show begins at 2 p.m. Tickets
arc $10 for adults and $7 for children,
students and seniors. For more information,
call 892-1121.

Concerts

Local Concerts

Today there will be a Graduate Recital
at Eastcrn's Tarblc Arts Center. Brian Yakey
will be singing. The show begins at 7:30 p.m.
and it is free.

FrlH4s6Co.

On Saturday Chris Jansen will be
playing his crumpet and Karie Piper will be
playing her violin at a Student Recital at
the Immanuel Lutheran Church (located at
902 Cleaveland Ave.). The show is free and
begins at 7:30 p.m.

...... , ..... CoffM
Saturday, Mocherload at 8 p.m. This show
is free and all ages.

The EIU Symphony Orchestra/Ensembles
will be giving a "Holiday Concen" on
Sunday. The show will cake place at the
McAfee South Auditorium and will begin at
4 p.m. Prices arc $10 for adults, $8 for senior
Will Rogers Theater will show "Polar ! cirii.ens and $5 for ~pie 11 and undn:. For
Express". k>i-.frce .on Saturda~ at.4 p.m ....... ,, moce..infonnarion, call 58 l,.JO l 0.

Saturday, Arrowhead at IO p.m. There
will be a $3 cover at the door and is 21 and
older.

MM'sUptoww

Friday, Community Service ac 10 p.m.
There is a $3 cover at the door. This show is
21 and older.
Saturday, Elsinore at I 0 p.m. There is a
$5 cover at the door. This show is 21 and
older.
Sunday, Brent Byrd at 9 p.m. This show is
fret and.is 21 and older.
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Biweekly paychecks
to start in January
Br Asllley Rueff
Senior University P.eporter

Eascern's information system upgrade
is ahead of sched ule and will soon bring
biweekly paychecks for student workers.
Pare of the Enterprise Information System
Enhancement project, commonly referred to
as Banner, will be up and running in January
and will distribute student workers' paychecks
every two weeks instead of once a month.
"This is something studenes have asked
for, for some time," said Bill Wiesman, EISE
project director.
"We knew ic would be very difficult to do
on the current software so we wanted co make
that change with Banner."
Also, more benefies and paycheck
information will also be accessible co
employees via the Web through Banner.
"'They'll be able to see a little bic more
information," Wiesman said.
Another change students will soon see
because of Banner is a different course
registration process. Summer registration
will be done in early March with the current
syscem, but fall registration will occur a few
weeks lacer with an updated syscem.
Wiesman said the changes should be easy
for students co learn. Decails about the change
will be included in the Fall 2007 course listing
published in The Daily Eastern News.
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The new registration system, like most
syscems updated by Banner, should be more
efficient, Wiesman said.
"Within all of these banner syscems, we'll
have increased efficiency within all our offices
in campus," he said.
The new financial aid module should also
be put into use chis spring to process financial
aid for the 2007 fall semester.
"That pare of the project is going real well,"
Wiesman said. "They've got thar system build
pretty wdl complete."
Bue all the modules are still being tested
and cleaned up.
"The next seven months are the most
active and probably the most critical for the
entire project," Wiesman said. As the modules
are puc inco use, they'll have co be cesced and
cleaned up along the way.
While there's still a
loc to gee done, Wiesman
expeces the project to
be finished before the
March 2008 deadline. The
Alumni, Advancement and
the student information
modules will still need
some work in the Fall
2007 semester, but should
lead into the spring with
mainly cleanup work to be
done.

Lawhead said some people are concerned
that requiring srudenes to buy a laptop co
come to Eascern might dissuade them from
enrolling because of the added expense.
"There were some people on the Faculty
Senate thac felt thac it contradicted textbook
rental," Lawhead said, because srudenes are
aruacced co the syscem chac hdps them save
money.
However, surveys presented ac Tuesday's
FacultySenatemeetingshowed chat65 percent
of studenes purchase their own computers
when chey enroll at Eastern anyway.
Bue that raised the question chat ifsrudenes
are already bringing their own computers,
why should the university interfere?
Lawhead's response co the question is that
with an initiative, the departments could
help cbe students obtain computers with the
software, hardware and warranties students
will need for their college career.
Also, there's a good chance that if the
university makes laptops a requirement, they

University Union Bowling Lanes

COSMIC BOWLING

CZ\pArtments

Friday & Saturday Night
9:30pm - 12:30am
Phone: 581-7457
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will be able to make deals with manufaccurcrs
chac would reduce the price of laptops and
software for students.
Another issue to be considered is that the
initiative would bring cosrs to the university
because the networks would all have to be
changed co accommodate so many lapcops.
"There are nccwork infrascrucrure issues
char would have to be addressed that would
cost money," Lawhead said.
le would also change the number of
computer labs on campus and the furniture in
the classrooms, Lawhead said, because desks
would need to be large enough for srudenes
to bring their laptops to class.
"Every classroom could conceivably be a
computer lab," he said. Boch Lawhead and
Hine e.inphasized that the current discussion
is jusr a discussion and nothing more.
"We want to make sure people understand
chat there is no proposal at this time," Hine
said. "When we're done with this (meeting),
ATAC will then decide if there is sufficient
suppon to move ahead and examine the issue
further."
The research gathered by ATAC on the
copic can be found on its Web sice under the
Minutes link at www.eiu.edu/ -acac.
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Grant View ARartments

PARTMENTS
Renting for Fall 2007
3 Bedroom Apartments

- New Carpet
Free Parking

- New Furniture
Includes Trash

Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Beck at 345-0936

•

Brand new across from Lantz
•4 Bedroom/2 Bathrooms
•Fully furnished
•Spaces available for Spring & Fall 2007
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com

WILL ROGERS THEATRE
CHARLESTON-1 ·SOO·FANOANGO 1556 #

WEARE
AISING THE
BARIN
STUDENT
HOUSING AT
EIU

WITH STADIUM SEATING
(11 4 LAROE AUDITOAUIS)
& ALL DIGITAL SOUND
SS-50-Au. SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM

s5

217 .345.1400
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com

All Shows Before NOON
Fnrtay Satur<lay Sunday & Holidays

IATMTY STORY (PG) 4:10 6:50 9:20 FRI
-SUN MAT 1100 1:40
TURISTAS (R) 5:15 7:45 10:05 FRI - SUN MAT
11:30 2:30
VAi WILDER 2 (R) 5:30 8:00 10:20 FRI - SUN
MAT 11:45 3:00
THEQUEEl(P913) 440 7:10 9:50FRl-SUN
MAT 10:45 2:15
DEJA W (Ptl 13) 4:00 7:00 10:00 FRI - SUN
MAT 10:00 1:15
DEC« THE HAlU (PG) 5:00 7:20 9:40 FRI
-SUN MAT 10:10 2:45
BOllY (R) 4:30 7:30 10:10 FRI - SUN MAT
11:10 1:50
HAPPY FEET (PG) 3:45 6:20 8:50 FRI - SUN
MAT 10:20 1:00
CASllO ROYAl.E (Ptl 13) 4:50 8:15 FRI- SUN
MAT 10:301:30
SAITA Cl.lUSl 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE (8)
4:20 6:40 9:00 FRI - SUN MAT 11 :20 2:00

--UJ news
briefs
CHICAGO

Bomb threat on Sears Tower
a hoax; student arrested
H A college student was arrested
Wednesday on charges he made a
false threat claiming that a Muslim
man would conduct a suicide-bomb
attack on the Sears Tower in Chicago,
authorities said.
Adam Hart, 21, of Georgetown,
pleaded not guilty in U.S. District
Court to a one-count indictment
charging him with maliciously
conveying false information. He was
released on $10,000 bond, the U.S.
Attorney's office said.
Hart was a student at the
University of MassachusettsDartmouth on April 22, when he
allegedly sent an e-mail to the
National Security Agency. The e-mail
named a college student in Chicago
whom Hart said he believed planned
to detonate a bomb at the Sears
Tower, prosecutors said.
Based on Hart's message,
authorities in Chicago began securing
the Sears Tower and investigated the
person Hart identified.
The investigation revealed Hart's
message to be false, and that Hart
allegedly sent "ethnically derogatory"
e-mail messages to the man in the
days before contacting the NSA.
Hart allegedly e-mailed the
student in Chicago after contacting
the NSA and said he "ratted him out,"
according to U.S. Attorney Michael J.
Sullivan.
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DEA investigating dentist of dead 5 year old
CHICAGO - The Drug
Enforcemenr Adminiscration is
investigating the office of a dentist
whose 5-year-old patient slipped
into a coma following a common
procedure in Sepcember and died
days later.
DEA officials said Wednesday
that they're focusing on Dr. Hicham
R.iba's files, the office's inventory of
controlled substances and related
equipment, in particular the items
used for sedation.
"The big thing we are looking at
is the administrative record-keeping
and the storage of narcotics," said
DEA Special Agent in Charge
Gary Olenkiewicz. "Any violacion
of any of chose then ultimately
could result in the loss of his DEA
registration."
On Sept. 23, Diamond
Brownridge underwent a routine
procedure at R.iba's storefront clinic
in Chicago. She never awoke and

died four days later. The Cook
County medical examiner's office
decermined she died from a lack of
oxygen caused by anesthesia.
At a stace-llcensing hearing
in Occober, an assistant co R.iba
cestified that he gave the girl a
third dose of Valium because she
wouldn't calm down. An anesthesia
specialise testified at the same
hearing that the amount of Valium
administered ro Diamond was coo
much for someone weighing 35
pounds and that the girl's vital signs
weren't adequately monitored.
The DEA is working with the
Illinois Department of Professional
Regulation on ics investigation,
Olenkiewicz said, adding that che
federal agency decided co look ac
R.iba's practice after Diamond's
death.
The professional regulation
department is reviewing whether
R.iba should keep his license. In

addition co losing his license he
could also be fined $40,000.

AMA urges tighter
regulation of aging
treatments
CHICAGO - The American
Medical Association bas stepped
into the controversy over alcernacive
hormone rrcarmencs for aging thac
Suzanne Somers advocates in a hoc
new book.
The nation's largest doctors'
group voted thisweek toseekstriccer
Food and Drug Administration
oversight and regulation of these
so-called "bioidentical" hormone
compounds.
Some of the creacmencs are
promoted as alternatives ro estrogen
and progestln supplements once
widely used for hot flashes and

other menopause symptoms.
Somers' new book, "Ageless: The
Naked Truth About Bioidentical
Hormones" on national bestseller llscs, maintains that these
rrearmencs also can reverse the
aging process and keep people
menta11y sharp, physically fir and
sexually active.
Some doctors who were
quoted in "Ageless" say the book
overpromises anti-aging benefics
from these produces and wrote a
letter of complaint lase month to
the book's publisher.
The actress-fimess guru could
not immediately be reached for
comment, but she has defended
the book and appeared Wednesday
night on CNN's "Larry King Live"
to address her critics.
Landmark government research
linking conventional hormone pills
with health risks led many women
to quit taking them.

CHICAGO

Illinois judge rules school
play that angers Italian·
Americans can continue
H Stop middle-schoolers from
portraying a bunch of mobsters on
stage? Fuggedaboutitl
Italian-Americans upset over
a suburban school play titled
"Fuggedaboutit -A Little Mobster
Comedy," performed by "the Bada
Bing Players.'' lost their federal court
bid Wednesday to halt this weekend's
production.
The decision came a day after
a mother and son filed a civil rights
lawsuit claiming that the play, written
by a teacher, promoted hurtful
stereotypes in its portrayal of old
mobsters who look and sound like
characters from "The Sopranos."

YOIJll CATElllNG
$0LIJTIONllJ
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25c per item (•t-lOc).

Park Plao: A 1anmenrs
on the comer of 7th & Grant
next to the Union

NOW SHOWING
FOR2007

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apamnents

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID

ii WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK !r

Contact Jennifer

•

348.1479

CHARLESTON

315 LINCOLN AVE:

217.345.1075

''YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JONN'S!"

©
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South Africa becomes the first African to legalize gay marriages
criticized
proVlS1ons
allowing
clergy and civil marriage officers
co turn away gay couples if cheir
consciences prevented chem from
marrying chem.
Some couples began hurrying co
make preparations for long-awaited
nuptials.
"There will be a huge response
from same sex couples who have
waited such a long time for cheir
relationship to be recognized," said
Melanie Judge. a program manager

The Associated Press

Souch Africa on Thursday
became che first country in Africa,
and only che fifch in che world, co
legalize same sex marriages.
The Civil Union Act goes into
effeccadayaheadofaDec.1 deadline
sec by che country's Constitutional
Coun, which required che marriage
law be changed co ensure equality
for gay and lesbians.
Gay
righcs
groups
have
welcomed che law, although they

[.1'-

0on't Miss Out! Spring Break 2007
is approaching and STS is offering
Specials to this years Hottest
Destinations! Call for Savings! 1
{800) 648-4849 or visit www.
ststravel.com
- - - - - - 1 / 18

•

help wanted

•

Sublessor needed Spring '07.
Campus Point 217-345-6001
mention Gina.
------12/8
Sublessor needed.
Freshly
remodeled, internet and garbage
included. Negotiable on rent. Call
Christina at 217-257-5013.
- -----12/11
Sublessor for January 07. For
Campus Point. 345-6001
------12/11

Female student helper{s) needed.
Now/break/Spring for extra light
misc. household duties. Various
small odd jobs, filing, occasional
tor sale
transport to appointments. Small
apt. 348-1550. Give full name/ In the woods, fonner Professor P
phone/available hours now and Scott Smith's home on 2 acres 1
mile south of Eastern. 3 bdrm,
Spring.
- -- - - -12/4
1 1/2 baths, walk-out basement,
Male(s) needed for moving few 92% efficient gas furnace, ph. 348pieces of furniture, storage unit 7862 or 348-6708. Briggerman
work. 348-1550, name, phone, Realty.
availability now through Spring.
---'-----12/11
- - - - - - -12/4
EGG DONOR NEEDED: loving,
childless couple searching for
f •'
torrent
their special angel. Prefer healthy FALL 2007: 3 Bedroom House
college student. STD FREE, no East of Campus near Buzzard.
smoking or drugs. Between the rcrrentals.com or call 345-5821.
ages of 19-27, 5'5" or taller.
12/01
Light brown to blonde hair, blue 6 Bedroom house for rent, 2
eyes and average weight. $5,000 blocks from campus. 11 month
compensation plus all medical and lease available August 2007 234travel. Please respond by Emil to 2867
TNCRAMBO@aol.com
- - - - - -12/01
-------12/6
DON'T WAITI EXTREMELY NICE 2
Are you looking for a part- BEDROOM APTS AND 3 BEDROOM
time evening position in a fun, HOMES WITH W/D. NO PETS.
professional office atmosphere? LITTEKEN RENTALS.345-9267
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is seeking - -- -- -12/01
professional telephonefundraisers. 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home's.
Flexible
scheduling,
weekly "Campus side of Lincoln." $300 a
paychecks. Part-time evenings. month per person. No Pets. 345No "cold calling" required. Stop 5037.
by Westaff at 651 Castle Dr. or call - - - - - - 1 2 / 0 1
5Bedroom, 2Bath Home. "Campus
345-1303 for more infonnation.
------12/6
side of Lincoln." $300 a month per
Babysitter needed for next person. No Pets. 345-5037.
semester. $6.00 an hour, Christmas - - - - - - 1 2 / 0 1
break.18 month old experience 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home's.
with children. 708-638-4796
"Campus side of Lincoln." $300 a
-----12/11
month per person. No Pets. 3455037.
------12/01
Fall 07'-08' 3/4 bedroom house,2
Sublessor Needed Spring 2007 blocks from campus. NC,2 car
Campus Pointe (217) 345-6001 garage.348-0394
- -----12/04
Mention Dale and Dan
1106 Johnson, AWESOME, spatial
- - - - - -12/01
duplex, 5 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, 2
Sublessor needed for SP '07. 1 blocks from campus, w/d, avail Jan.
room in a house, $275/month 2007, utilities included. 345-2982
+ utlities, 2 car garage, W/D, - - - - - - 1 2 / 0 8
dishwasher, garbage pick-up, Large 2 Bedroom Duplex, water
wireless internet, pets allowed!! and trash paid. Open Immediately
Double bed and desk available, if or Jan. 2 people $275 each.
desired. Call Kevin @ 630-306- Washer and Dryer included. 3487733 or 512-0334.
2800.
------12/03
Sublessor needed for Spring 07.
Spacious one bedroom apartment
on 7th Street, fully furnished. Free
parking/garbage. Oose to Buzzard!
CaU {7.0S) 40~122.9 A.SAP.! •

... ... ... f2/J
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for the Souch Africa-based lesbian
and gay rights group, OUT.
Janine Pressman, a pascor with
che Glorious Light Merropolican
Community Churches in Preroria
said she hoped co marry a couple on
Saturday. provided the paperwork
could be rushed chrough.
"We are ready ro go," said Jacky
Mashapu, a spokesman for che
Home Affairs Ministry, where altarbound couples will need co apply
for permission co wed.

torrent

4,5, &, 6 BO HOUSES STILL
AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
PETS WELCOME, FURNISHED.
CALL MELISSA AT 345-6210
OR 549-0212 OR VIEW AT www.
eiprops.com
------12/08
3 BO HOUSE IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
NEW TO STUDENT MARKET,
FURNISHED, CALL MELISSA AT
345-6210 OR 549-0212 OR VIEW
AT www.eiprops.com
-----12/08
New Construction: Available Fall
07. 3bdnn, 2 bath townhouse, two
car garage. 1 block from campus.
call 630-505-8374 (24 hrs.)
------12/11
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Across from campus. www.eiuapts.
com. 345-2416
------12/11
One, two, three, and four bedroom
fully
furnished
apartments,
duplexes leasing for 2007-2008.
Lincoln Avenue and Ninth Street
locations for additional information
call 348-0157.
- - - - - -12/11
One and two bedroom fully
furnished apartments available
Spring 2007 Lincoln Avenue and
Ninth Street locations. For more
infonnation call 348-0157.
- - - - - -12/11
IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
Furnished 3br. and
2br.
apartments.
Sublease/tenns
negotiable. 1 Block from campus.
Call 217-493-7559
------12/11
6 bedroom house near campus. 10
month lease. No pets 348-0719
12/11
3 bedroom house near campus. 10
month lease. No pets 273-1395
------12/11
Two 2 bdnn apartments. $550/
month. Available June and August
2007. Oose to campus. Call 708422-4628
- - - -- -12/11
For rent fall 2007 11 bedroom1102 6th St..; 4 bedroom- 1800
12th St..; 5 bedroom- 1204
Garfield; 2 bedroom- 1705 12th
St.. 217-868-5610
- - - -1/08
3 Br. Homes, Fall 07, washers
and dryers, from $240/person to
$350. 549-3333
- - -- - -1/09
For lease Fall 2007 1 through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 www.
eiustudenthousing.com

f•'

SouchAfricanleaders,decermined
co bury all forms of discrimination,
recognized che rights of gays and
lesbians in che constitution drafted
afrer che end of aparcheid in 1994.
That constitution, the fuse in che
world co prohibit discrimination
on the basis of sexual orienration,
provided a powerful legal cool for
gay righcs activiscs, even though
Souch Africa remains conservative
on issues of sexuality.
InBuemial rradicional leaders

torrent

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 1,2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
345-6533

f•'

said che legislation violated African
cultural norms. The Roman
Catholic Church and Muslim
groups denounced ir as violating
the sanctiry of marriage. Jn the days
leading up co the signing of the new
law, radio talk shows aired srrong
opposition co the legislation.
The public reaction, said Judge
of OUT, "forced us co confront
the deep-seated prejudice and
imolerance against gays and
lesbians."

torrent

Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305

- -- - - - - 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
--------00
AVAJL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
--------00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across
from Lantz. Fully Furnished.
Call Today for Lowered Rates.
Grantview Apartments. 345-3353.
------00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
- - - - - - - - 00
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR.
VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8
BEDROOM HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES
AND APARTMENTS. FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MY8UHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
Available August 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Oose to
campus. $460 total 512-9528
00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHEDAPARTMENTSAT 1521
1ST STREET. VERY ECONOMICAL
10-MONTH LEASE. 345-5048.
--------00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR. 3485032
-------00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08' school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
- - - - -- - 0 0
1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES, 2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS; 1 BLOCK
AND 11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1
OR 2 PERSON LEASES. CENTRAL
HEAT.A/(
AND
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES.
WATER.TRASH
SERVICES AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED.Perfect for

2 Oedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10 or
12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754
- - - - - - - - 00
3 and 4 bedroom Apartments $
285. Trash.leather furniture, and
parking. One block from campus.
Call 235-0405 or 254-0754

-------00
Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
- - -- -- - - 00
New 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/
month 117W. Polk. Call 348-7746
or www.CharlestonllApts.com
- ------00
2 bedroom furnished aptwith stove,
refrigerator, microwave. 3 blocks
from Eside of EIU. $445 1 person,
$250 each 2 people. Trash paid.
2001S.12th St. Call 348-7746 or
www. ChartestonllApts.com
00
Available Jan 1st .1 BR Apt. Water &
Trash included, off street parking.
$375/mo. Buchanan St Apts. 3451266
-------00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call 3456210/549-0212
-------00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations.some include wireless
internet. Call for details 345-7286
- - -- - - -- 00
leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/D in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286

- -- - - - - 0 0
Houses near Rec Center; 6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
- - - -- - - 0 0
7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 1/2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
00
University Village. 4 bedroom

f•'

torrent

*******Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746
or visit www.CharlestonllApts.com.
*******
- - - - - - - 00
Excellent location apartments
for 2007-2008 school year. 3,4
bedroom available. 11 1/2 month
leases starting 8/15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
-------00
Quiet away from campus. 3 or 4
BR. New carpet, W&D, water, trash,
furnished. Phone 345-7244

00
Co'!Y house AVAILABLE NOW
through May 15th 07-Spring
Semester. Good parking near
Eastern. 348-8406
- -- - - - - - 00
One six bedroom house and one
five bedroom house, 2 blocks from
campus. Call 217-728-8709
- - - - - - -- 00
5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency Apts, Excellent locations,
C/A, W/D, Will Partly Furnish, Trash,
Lawn Services. EFFICIENCY APTS
AVAILABLE SPRING 2007. 3453235
- - - - - -- - 00
2 bedroom, furnished, clean and
quiet. local owner. Water and
Trash included at $265 each.
1111 2nd St. next to the park. call
348-5427.
--------00
4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse
at Brittany Ridge. Dishwasher, W/
0, trash all included at $265 each.
Great place to live. call 549-1957.

00
1515 2nd St.-8 Bedroom, 3
Bath, Washer & Dryer, Central Nr,
Wireless Internet; 345-3148
00
PP&W Properties New 1 and 2
bedroom apartments available
August '07. 1 block from Old Main
on 6th St.. 348-8249
- - - -- - - 0 0
5 to 6 bedroom house close to
campus. 345-6533
- - -- -- - 00
One Bedroom X-Large Apartment
Available December 16. $360/mo.
Water and Trash Paid. Cat Ok.
745 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.
- - - - -- - 0 0
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 1 bedroom apts.,
2 bedroom remodeled apts., 3
bedroom houses. Furnished,
laundry facilities and close to
campus. Call (217) 345-2516
j:l:IO
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Museum gives visitors
glimpse into Amish life
By Kevin Kenealy
Online Reporter

It's a half an hour away
but a world apart. The Amish
lntcrprecacive Cencer, Arcola, serves
as che gateway to a life most can't
fully understand; most wouldn't be
able to lead.
Amber Kauffman has been the
director of the center for cwo years
and sets up Amish country tours. She
developed a better understanding
of the Amish community through
marrying her husband, who lefc the
Amish way oflife at 16.
"Uncil I started dating my now
husband and just started asking a
lot of questions and being around
his group of friends who were all
raised Amish was a little awkward
at fuse," Kauffman said. "But really
they're just normal people; they just
dress a little bit differently."
Prior to marrying her husband,
though, Kauffman said all she
knew about the Amish was char
they dressed funny, they rode in
buggies, and they didn't have
electricity.
Since her husband did leave
his Amish roots, Kauffman
confirmed they do noc practice all
Amish customs, bur do keep some
traditions alive. This comes with
her husband's oldest brother being
Amish and when they gee together,
tradition secs in.
And on Sundays, Amber and
her husband do not work and will
recognize holidays such as Ascension
Day and Old Oirisunas.
"My in-laws arc still Amish and
my husband's oldest brother is
Amish and when we gee together
there are probably a lot of things
I would say are common with
Amish gatherings," Kauffman said.
"Generally for Easter/Christmas,
my father-in-law will read out of
the Bible and in my life growing up
we wouldn't do that."
An 18-minute video gives
visitors a glimpse into Amish life
while they sit on benches similar to
those used in Amish churches. The

outside world can then take a tour
of the ten-year-old museum, caking
in authentic Amish quilcs, an Amish
wagon and races on Amish culture.
le is something that Kauffman
believes is especially important for
students co take advantage 0£
"I think char especially in the
world we live in coday, it's really
important co learn about other
cultures, if not build some cultural
tolerance if not appreciation and
because it is so close co Eastern, it
would be a huge misfortune not to
cake advantage of the opportunity,"
she said.
The simple ideas of God, family
and community are valued co the
Amish, and they spend their leisure
time visiting friends and family, not
caught up in the fut-paced world
most know. These simple ideas are
some chat Kauffman said a lot of
people have come co realize afcer a
visit co the center.
"While you're there and learning
about the Amish, ir hdps a loc of
people realize how caught up people
are in their lives and how busy they
are with their technology and it's
just a reminder how nice ic would
be nor ro be so busy; it's a good
reminder that maybe we should
slow down a lictle bit," Kauffman
said.
Now this month through March
the museum is officially closed bur
Kauffman said she will be working
9 a.m. co 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday at the center and anyone
interested in visiting can set up a
tour by phone during these months
by Ca.IJ.ing 217-268-3599.
Tours run $2.75 a student and
Amish country tours, home rours,
farm tours, business tours go for
$3.75. For a meal in an Amish
home, $15 without rip is the
charge.
"December through March
we're cechnically closed due to low
tourism and it cosrs a lot to heat
the large building, bur I'll be here
Monday through Friday 9 to 5;
students can call and 1 can turn the
heat on," she said.

Philadelphia papers' union
talks expected to continue
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - The largest
union at Philadelphia's cwo biggest
newspapers said !are Thursday that
it was moving toward a contract
agreement and would not strike
afcer the midnight deadline, but
would continue negotiations if
needed.
"We are making progress,"
Henry Holcomb, president of
The Newspaper Guild of Greater
Philadelphia, said less than cwo
hours before the Guild contract was
co expire. Holcomb said concract
talks would continue Friday if no
lare-nighr agreemenc was reached.
"We are all working hard
and I believe that a great deal of
progress is being made," Brian
Tierney, chief executive of the
papers' owner, Philadelphia Media
Holdings, said in a statement. The
Guild, represencing more than 900
editorial, circulation and clerical
workers, resumed negotiations with
mFagement on the same day it

learned char the newspaper's other
unions had agreed co a week-long
contract extension and were unlikdy
to honor picker lines. Earlier in the
day, Guild members picked up their
picketing assignments even as other
unions expressed eagerness co avoid
what they said would be a costly
sttike. If a walkout occurred, the
Guild learned it would not have the
official support of the papers' nine
other unions, which extended talks
uncil 12:01 a.m. Dec. 9. Eight of
those unions have reached tentative
agreemenrs on non-economic issues
with management and the ninth
was expected to do so by early next
week.
"We think a srrike is really
going co hurc us," said Joe Lyons,
president of the Philadelphia
Council of Newspaper Unions,
which represents all unions but
the Guild. Asked if that means
Teamster drivers, pressmen and
other production workers would
cross picket lines, Lyons said: "If we
have to, we will."

CHUCI IEIHIEDT
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Secretary of Defense nominee Robert Gates leaves a meeting with U.S. Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mary., at
Kennedy's Capitol Hill office on Thursday.

Bush's choice for defense
secretary meets with Dems
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Robert
Gares, President Bush's choice
ro
take over the Defense
Department while the Iraq war
rages, met Thursday with three
Democratic senators who will be
asked co vote on his confirmation
next week.
Gates did nor run inco any
immediate opposition, even from
senators who in 1991 voted against
his confirmation co head the CIA
when Bush's father was president.
The Senate Armed Services
Committee has scheduled a
confirmation hearing Tuesday
on Gares, who would succeed
Donald H. Rumsfeld.
A vote by the full Senate is
expected lacer in the week.
"I don't start out with any
minuses on the ledger," Sen. Robert
Byrd, D-WVa., said afcer his
meeting with Gates.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass.• also pledged co approach the
hearings with an open mind.
"Mr. Gates muse persuade
Congress and the American people
rhac he will be a scrong leader, chat
he is firmly committed co working
within the adminiscracion and with
rhe Congress toward a new course
in Iraq," Kennedy said. "And tbac
he deserves the trust of our nation,
and especially our men and women

in the armed forces."
Gates also met with Sen. Byron
Dorgan, D-N.D., who in recent
months has orchestrated a series
of Democratic-led discussions
featuring former generals and
other officials critical of the Bush
administration's conduct of the
war.

"Although I will want to see
what the Senate hearing discloses,
unless something unusual arises,
I am inclined to support the
Gates nomination," Dorgan said.
"We need new leadership ac the
Penragon, and we need to move
forward as quickly as possible co fill
this vacancy."
Bush, smarting from his party's

Comedian
FROM PAGE 1

Kinno was born and raised in
Russia. He moved to America ac the
age of fifteen with his family.
Kinno majored in physics ar the
University of California in Santa
Barbara.
Ac the age of 19, Kinno turned
co comedy as a way to escape the
studies of physics and has continued
for four years.
Kinno started playing ac open
mic nights and comedy clubs.

defeat ar rhe polls three weeks
ago, announced the day afcer the
election char Rumsfeld was
stepping down as Pentagon chief
and Gateswas the choice to rake over.
Bush said Gares' background as CIA
director would give the Pentagon
and the war in Iraq more focus on
intelligence. Democrats about co
take concrol of Congress have said
they would gauge Gates' willingness
co change the U.S. conduct
of the war but so far have
signaled no opposition to his
confirmation.
"Presidents ought to get
the Cabinet they want," said
Sen.
Christopher
Dodd,
D-Conn.

Influences in Kinno life co
pursue comedy were one of his
teachers in high school and seeing
George Carlin live.
Mitch Hedberg and Bill Cosby
are some other comedians that have
inlluenced and inspired his stand
up routine.
Kinna's performance is based on
interaction and mixed with crude
and observational humor.
Some of his previous material
included dating, college life, the
world cup, Amsterdam, religion
and laughter is medicine.
Kinno is currently co-starring in
the show "Boys Behaving Badly."

coscume designers.
Podraza plans to go backhome co
The actors wear clothes from the Chicago area and audition, but
their own wardrobes.
he'll eventually apply for graduate
FROM PAGE 1
"Ir's all very basic," Leasure said. school.
Leasure said many of her notes
Hawley plans co attend graduate
Casting for all the fall
are abouc the lines. Directing forces productions are done the first week school and earn her master's in fine
a person to memorize the entire of school. For this production, the arts.
script, so it's noticeable when a line acrors and director have rehearsed
Leasure plans to move to
is changed or messed up.
Sunday through Thursday for about Chicago and audition for any and
everything.
Bur the hardest part is !erring an hour and a hal£
go.
All three directors were involved
She said it will be a hard
"Jr's so difficult, being an actor in the previous play, "A Funny transition afcer college acting and
yourself," Hawley said.
Thing Happened on the Way co the spending four years with the same
The three agreed that ir's hard Forum." They've performed together theacer family.
to not just jump in the scene and in five differenc productions.
Bue all chat is moved to the
do it yourself to show an acror the
The crio ::.ccually auditioned background for opening night.
desired mood or feding.
together for their first play freshman
The scudenrs won't really know
"You just have ro lee it go," she year.
how they've done until the audience
said.
Hawley even remembers making cells them, said Jerry Eisenhour,
Student-directed
acts
are Podraza go first in auditions, a faculry member of the theater
different in ways other than the "because he was the boy!"
department. It's just rehearsal until
direcco~
,
And now the three agre~ thw,'11 ,• the, ~udi~nce is, .thr.rr oi. a real
1bis production has no set or t stay in touch afcer graduation.
reaction.

n Direct

·f
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MEN'S SOCCER

I POSTSEASON AWARDS

BOONDOCKS

I AARON McGRUDER

Two Panthers earn accolades
A successful year for the
Panthers sav. them finish 11-7-2
and return to the Missouri Vallcv
Conference Toumamcm Eastern
is nO\\ reaping the benefics of
po~cseason accolades.
Junior midfielder Mick C.alcski
and sophomore forward Brad
Peters were named to Second
Team All-Midwest Region by
the National Soccer Coaches
Association of Amerka.
Galcski and Peters led the
team with 141 shots Peter led
the team wuh four game winning
goals of his team leading 11 an I
three of Galesk1 s four go.ii v.ere
game-wmners
Peters led the M\ C m goals
with 11.
He is the second underclassman
for Eastern to do this smce the
Panthers joined the MVC m
1996.

lfl

ll!EQE'S ONlY 0N£
SU<E Of PIE UFT.

YOU <AN HA'IE fl

FASTFAm
• Soplio•ore forward Brad Peters:
5-8', 155 bs., 1 goals 3 asststs St
Peters. Mo (St Domm·c

"•••lot Forward Micll Galeski:
5 11 , 160 bs 4 goals, 7 aSSISts
Blackburn, England (Norden)

Galeski had seven assists, good
for second in the conference.
Galeski, Eascern's captain,
v. as also named to the All Valley
Scholar Athlete Team and Peters
scored in four straight games this
year
Both of these soccer scars v. ill
be rv. o of the mne returning
starters for Eastern.

NON SEQUITUR

I WILEY MILLER
,,__,

Kevtn Murphy

»Stevens

million dollar man is catching
aggravarion from his coach and
general manager because he
violated a team rule for wearing a
Thar's nice but what about headband.
the reams not going to win a
Yes, again you read char right:
championship and know they won't rhe Bulls have a rule regarding
- whar about them?
head wear.
They are trying to make news
The instant reaction is why, when
and give us something co talk did this srarr and how will this get
about. Their executives have now solved? So instead of blaming coach
become below-average promotional Scott Skiles for his inability co be
deparrmenr workers. And I can'r tell successful with che team he's always
if it's becoming funny or just plain ·wanred: blame che new guy.
crazy, or both.
Instead of blaming che brilliant
Case J I - Tom 1220 was a general manager John Paxson
candidate for rhe Michigan State for ·devoting $13 million of this
football
head-coaching
job. season's cap to acquire a center who
Read the lase line again because I can'c score and has been past his
recognize it doesn't sound right.
prime since 2003 - a time when
The Spartans may not admit it your main problem last season was
bur it's true.
that you couldn't score: blame the
Shannon Shelron, who is one new guy.
of the best college bear reporter~
The Tribune, Sun Times,
in the country, wasn't wasting her Comcast and WGN all had fearurcs
time when the Detroit Free Press on Wallace's attire.
printed her 600+ word story on his
Noc on their lack of a dominant
potential interest.
scorer or long losing streak during
It was this media-generated its wesr-coasr trip. In November,
phenomenon, people thinking one has co make people care abour
outside the box or an idiotic NBA basketball. For che Bulls:
booster idea. All the reigning king mission accomplished.
of Ease Lansing, Mich., had to do
Case #3 - With che Oakland
was dismiss the rumor with the Raiders ar 2-9 and fighting for the
coach-speak handbook everyone top pick in the 2007 NFL Draft,
gets when they take a head job.
who cares who cheir offensive
This is what he said about his coordinator is?
inrcresr: 'Td probably, deep down,
You'd think it could be Jon Voigt.
have to say, yeah, I would."
and owner Al Davis would say his
Translation to the now-shocked qualifications were bis role as Bud
reporters: you see that pink elephanc Kilmer leading West Canaan High
in che middle of the room? Ignore co its 23rd straight division title in
it, because I can't lie and say it's not che 1999 film "Varsity Blues" and
there.
nobody would care.
This chain of events led co fans,
Wrong.
boosters and media in a major
The Bay area is now debating
market like Detroit to speculate on who's berrcr: a guy who previously
if chey'd actually give him the job, ran a bed-and-breakfasr or former
would he coach both basketball and Chicago Bears offensive coordinator
foorball and if he could only coach John Shoop.
football, whar would rhey rename
With the 49ers in rhe NFC
the Izzone student section at rhe playoff race and USC headed ro
Breslin Cencer?
che national championship game,
Srate
eventually Raiders owner Al Davis has gorren
Michigan
hired Cincinnati head coach Mark accemion. My suggestion: the day
Dantonio.
Relarively
boring, of Jan. 8 when USC meets Ohio
yes. bur this logical and less-than Stace, fire Art Shell.
interesting choice was followed by
So, from now until Christmas
constanr in-state chatter about che there will be random signings,
forgotten college football program random hirings, random firings
in Michigan which hasn't gone co a - and 90 percent of these deals are
bowl since 2003.
to draw attention.
The Spartan athletics departmenc
Note: if che last two on chis
knew what chcy were doing - this happen to the same person on the
kind of attention wasn't accidenw.
same day, ir's a given and don't
Case #2 - Chicago Bulls center think it won't happen.
Ben Wallace will not be wearing a
Trear chem like eclipses: if
headband.
you ignore them they'll stop
New Chicago signee and $52 happening.
FROM PAGE 16

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I MCT CAMPUS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 In the sack
5 Threw a party
for
1O Plot of land
14 Flat charge
15 Basra man
16 Wharf
17 Enigmatic
19 Driving force
20 Draft animals
21 Gave one's
consent
23 Move like a
peacock
26 Audibly
27 Spats
30 Goose or speed
followers
34 Sch. of Trojans
35 Consecrate with
oil
38 Stable youngster
39 Great landmass
41 Blood giver
42 Quaker pronoun
43 Open-handed
blow
44 "This Is _Tap"
46 Drivers' org.
47 Lends a hand
49 Family favoritism
51 Fencing move
54 Singer Mariah
55 Storehouse of
arms
58 Train like Rocky
60 Bound upward
61 Phoebe and
Phobus
66 Biblical wise
men
67 Minute amount
68 Digits per hand
69 _gin fizz
70 Gossiper
71 Units of length
DOWN
1 Chair rest
2 Reddish brown
horse
3 UFO crew
4 Way around
5 Discharge
6 _go bragh!
7 The Chinese
"way"
8 On a par

C 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

9 "Saturday Night
Fever" dance
1o Water conduit
11 Bean_ (tofu)
12 Latest thing
13 Sized up
18 Additional
22 Rookie reporter
23 Press flat
24 Vigorous
struggle
25 Ethnic
26 Utterly
ridiculous
28 Shuts off
29 Cloverleaf
segment
31 Goat coat
32 Make happy
33 Hot and sticky
36 Zilch
37 Pitfall
40 American
dessert
45 Nearby
48 Sat. follower
50 Import tax
52 Offensive

12/1/06

1

s

v v

l

s

3 3

s v
s n
no

~

s

3 8

3

53 Angry look
55 Charitable
donations

56 Authentic
57 Palm starch

58 Separatist
religious body

v

59 Urgent request
62 "The Hundred
Secret Senses"
author
63 Deadlock
64 12/24 or 12131
65 Confirmed

-UI sports
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ALL ACCESS WITH

BILL SENESE
Bill Senese is terrified of
being in water, but that doesn't
stop him from finding success
in the pool.
Motivated by his fear, the
senior has broken at least one
of Eastern's men's swimming
records every year he's been
here. It's in his blood and he
knows swimming will always

be a part of his life and may
play a big role in his future.

Senese spoke to staff reporter
Adam Tedder on Tuesday about
his early swimming career,
his fear of water and the D C
comic-book hero Aquaman.
HOW DID YOU START OUT WITH YOUR
SWIMMING WEER? WHERE DID IT START?
Well, I first tried out for a swim team
in the first grade with che Hickory Willow
Dolphins, a club ccam in my area and I was
actually cue from the team in first grade.
So in second grade I came back and cried
out for the team again and chat year I really
had a passion for it and wanted co make sure
I went out and showed everyone that I was
worthy and I could make the ceam and I
did.
And since then I've been swimming every
year.

CAN YOU EXPLAIN SCORING IN SWIMMING
FOR THOSE WHO DON'T UNDERSTAND IT?

Yeah, well, co be honest, it still confuses
me after all of these yea.rs.
The way the scoring syscem works is chat
first place would gee nine points, second place
gees five points, third place gees four, fourth
place gees three and fifth place gees cwo.
So I think I got those scores right, I could
be wrong. like I said.
Bue the way ic works is if you gee fuse
place and the other team gees second, third
and fourth, you'll still gee more points than
they do, so if you win che race, you'll win the

CAalE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTBI llffS
Senior men's swimmer Bill Senese has broken a record every year he has been at Eastern. Even though he has all these records at
Eastern, Senese was actually cut from a club team while he was in first grade. He tried out again the next year, made the team and hasn't
stopped making a name for himself in the water since - despite being afraid of open water.

"I have swam in the ocean and this is going to sound
weird, but I'm actually terrified of open water. My
greatest fear is drowning which is probably funny for a
person who is a swimmer, lifeguard and coach."
Boyle co seep up in the sprint freestyle and
also freshman Matt Crittenden co seep up for
the sprint freesryle.
And we've got Brent Noble who is a real
good Im' er (individual medley).
Patrick LcNeave is a very good buccerflyer
IM'er.
We definicdy got some good divers that
are going to step up with Joe Laird.

Every year chat I've been here I've broken
at lease one record.
My freshman year I broke the I 00-yard
back and the 200-yard back and chen my
sophomore year I broke the 50-yard free, the
100-yard free and I re-broke the I 00-yard and
200 yard back.
Then lase year I re-broke the SO free and
the I00 back.
My favorite event to swim would be the
SO-yard fre~ryle.
It's been my best event here since I've been
a freshman and it's definitely the event I've
seen the most successes in.
And it's a short even, which I really like
so I can gee out there, sprint and gee my job
done.

to ;.opt\otnore Kevin

Aquarn~?
He's really cool.
I mean, I really have: to respect a superhero
whose power is the ability to swim. IfI had his
powers, I'd like co think I'd be a much better
swimmer.
I mean, the abiliry co stay underneath water
for an extended period wicbouc having co
breathe would be awesome.
And I like sea animals like fish, dolphins
and such.

BILL SENESE

WHAT HAS YOUR SWIMMING CAREER BEEN
LIKE HERE AT EASTERN IWNOIS?

•-"I think ~ can IOOIC

I think Ray Padovan has been a good
influence on me.
I've swam all my lifetime. (The) bests
since I've been here at Eastern swimming
underneath him and his program really gees
along with me.
I like the way his practices are.

AQUAMAN IS A NAUTICAL SUPERHERO.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE MAN?

hits

race.

WHICH OF YOUR TEAMMATES DO YOU
THINK Will LEAD THE TEAM NEXT YEAR?

WHAT HAS YOUR HEAD COACH, RAY
PADOVAN, DONE FOR YOUR CAREER?

I like the amount of practices we do
each week. I chink he hdped me evolve as a
swimmer rather rhan changing the way char I
swam. He just kind of helped increase what I
was already doing.

0. llis t.t.re i• CHCllblg •.•

Oii...,. lie swims Oii breab ...

H Oh, most definite~
I'm hopmg to be a coach n the future and Im
looking to coach a team similar to Hickory Wi low
hopefully n the 011cago area
I had a lot of fun as an assistant coach and
nght now I'm a phys ed maior with a concentration
1n sports management, so I'm really hoping to
make my future with coaching.

H This last break I swam at Lincoln-Way
Central High School, which 1s nght l7j where I hve
now in New Lennox
But over Omstmas Break I plan on swimm·ng
with Hickory Willow because I coached for them
last summer.

On his furs and swi••i•g .•.
H

H "1y grandpa IS defi ely one of my heroes
He swam when he was in high school and college
He has always been a big uence on me with
s mng and I've always kind of looked up to
hm

0. footl ... art II

I THE DAILY EASTBI IEWS
Senese said his head coach, Ray Padovan,
bas belpedJiim evolve.as a swimmer.
CAlllllE HOWS

........ of ...

I love hamburgers.

I could eat a hamburger for lunch and dinner
every day of the week for the rest of my lfe

I think a lot of my SW!lllm·ng has to do

the fact that if I don t svnm fast enough I wont
make tt to the waH possibly.

0. swi••illg i• tile OCUll •••
,, I have swam in the ocean and thlS IS
to sound pretty weird but I'm actually terrified
open water. My greatest fear IS drownmg which
IS probabtt hmy for a person who is a
lifeguard and coach.

But I'm terrified of water that I can't see
bottom of.

sports
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I MISSOURI TOURNAMENT

Young team still --learnihg defensive scheme
Following Tuesday's 101-72
loss to Illinois State, the Panthers
decided to put lids - or what they
call "domes" - on their basketball
hoops to hdp shift their focus to
dcfcnsc and rebounding.
At this point in the season, it
might be Eastcm's best strategy.
The Panthers have surrendered
203 points in their previous rwo
losses to Illinois State and Indiana
Seate. It marks the first time in 14
years Eastern has given up rwo 100point games in a season.
The game in which the Panthers
gave up the most points last season
was in an 86-77 loss co lllinoisChicago. Now chac they've installed
rhcir new offense, ic mighc be time co
go back co their old defense.

Eastern will have a chance co
work ouc its defensive kinks in the
Missouri Tournament, which begins
conighc with the Panthers playing
Alabama A&M ac 5 p.m.
If the Panthers win their opening
round game, they will face the winner
of Creighton-Missouri in Saturday's
finals, or the loser if Eastern drops its
opening round game.
Bue the Panthers' attention
remains on themselves rather than
the opposition.
Eastern began its non-conference
season wirh impressive victories
against BradJey and IllinoisSpringneld, buc have recendy
stumbled, dropping its lase three
games.
Although there may be a licany
of reasons for the Panthers' defensive
breakdowns, Easccrn head coach
Brady Sallee and his players seem

because noc only would Houscon
remind us all rhac he's the boss,
but remind Danny in particular
FROM PAGE 16
chat he's the older brother."
When asked what Houston
He also served as athletic Nun was destined to do with his
life, Hucson
director/head basketball coach
didn't have co
for the school and was inducted
into the Arkansas Sporrs Hall of
chink long for
the answer.
Fame in 200 l.
"My dad couched so many
"That's
people's lives, and all he kept
easy. Be a
reinforcing
was
character,
football coach
or a minister,"
character, character," Dickey
said. "When you work with deaf
he said.
people and communicate with
During
Eastern's acting
them, facial expressions and eye
Dickey Nun's
head football
contact arc critical. He taught us
fuse
few
coach served
chac."
seasons
ar
under ASU
Arkansas Stace,
Housron Nute has been
coach Dickey
successful as a head football coach
his
brother
Nuttt's brother,
ac Murray Scace, Boise Stace and
Dennis was on
Houston, at
Arkansas with his rmionally three schools.
his staffduring
the Indians'
recognized ability co recruit and
rebuild programs.
run co the
"I chink his love for people secs 1999 NCAA Tournament.
him apan from others," Eastern
Dennis eventually became the
acting head coach Mark Hucson head coach at Texas State in 2000
said. "They all have a presence after current Eastern coach Mike
co make people feel comfonable Miller left.
Dennis Nun, who spent one
around them. lc's a gift."
Hucson served on Houston season with the NBA's Dallas
Nun's scaff for seven years ac all Mavericks, served for six seasons
rhree of his coaching scops.
with Texas Seate, where he amassed
"Ir was a unique and incredible a 72-96 record.
"Dennis is the only one of
experience to work with him and
Danny on the same scaff," Hucson us who goc a shot in the pros,
said. "I would laugh during which none of us can understand
disagreements bcrwcen the cwo because we were all beccer than

H

Nutt

co be in agreement on the possible
cause.
"I think our youthfulness is
showing more on the defensive end,"
Sallee said. "My defensive system is
noc an easy one to learn and play in.
Mose of (the fTcshmen) arc coming
from situations where they were cold
not co foul because they had to stay
on the Aoor."
With rwo freshmen in the
backcourc, Ashley Thomas and
Jessica Huffman, Sallee wasn't sure if
this weekend would be a good time
to re-insert Ellen Canale back inco
the scaning lineup.
The sophomore guard sac our
rwo weeks with mononucleosis, buc
played sparingly in the previous rwo
losses.
Canale's knack for husding. and
being regarded as one of the ream's
bcsc perimeter defenders, may be

GAME PREVIEW

!iTITE •
ArUaa sue.

Eaten

(4-5)

(Z·5)

Tl•e: 7:35 p.m. (CST)

P11ce: Lantz Arena
EIU's list 91•e:
53-50 L at Murray State

ASU' s list 91•e:
86-60 L vs. No. 14 Memphis
him," Dickey said jokingly. "He
was the first person I offered an
opening to this offseason."
The sibling rivalry has never
stopped che four brothers
from puccing a family member
on their staff when given che
opportunity.
"I believe chat has co do with
all six of us being around each
other all the time, especially for
breakfast and dinner every day,"
Dickey said. "You don'c see chac
anymore and I can't do char with
my family.
"My mother and father always
gave us thac one special thing
-time."

what the Panthers need going into
their final non-conference rune-up.
'Tm feeling a licde scronger co the
point where I can help our ceam,"
Canale said. "Two weeks is a long
time co be off."
In Eastcm's lase cwo games,
opponents have shoe 27 of 56 (48
percent) from 3-poinc range.
"Dribble penetration has led co
loc of kickour cluccs," Sallee said.
"The last game we broke down quire
a bit in transition, and when you do
that it allows open 3-pointers. Bue,
those reams have been hot, coo."
Rebounding was another issue
pinpointed by Eastern for its lapses.
UIC and Illinois Stace grabbed 20
offensive rebounds againsc Eascern
chis season. It was reason enough for
Sallee co bring our the "domes."
"Ir's cough co play perfect
defense," Canale said. "We're having

AIUlilM A 6 M

(Z·J)
(J·Z)
Tl•e: 5 p.m. (CST)

P11ce: Mizzou Arena
EIU's l11t 91•e:
101-72 L at Illinois State

Al1b1•1 A 6 M's l11t game:
74-59 Wat Birm.-Southern
a loc of trouble communicating.
People forget we're still young, but
we need co buckle down."

SWIMMING I HOUSE OF CHAMPIONS TOURNAMENT

Confident teatn ends
two-week layoff at Indy
BJ Adut Tedder
Sports Reporter

Today begins the rwo-day House of
Champions tournament in Indianapolis
for Eastern. And with the rwo-day
tournament, head coach Ray Padovan is
looking for two things:
How well rhe cwo-wcck break from
its lase meet on Nov. 16 ac Sc. Louis has
ueaced the swimmers and where the
teams stand ac chis point in the season,
he said.
Eastern competed in the coumament
lase season and Padovan said the ceam
didn't perform coo well.
"We didn't swim particularly well,"
Padovan said. "Last year it became a
high point for several of the teams. Nor
that we don't care about this, but we
can't give up that much. It's not a high
point. We're still focused on the meet in
February."
The Mid-Continent Conference
tournament, the final meet of the
season, is the February meet Padovan is
referring co.
Junior Pany Young also remembers
the ream's performance last year ac the
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House of Champions.
"We didn't do as good as we had
expected," she said. "A lot of the team's
were well rested, but this year we're
going co go in with confidence, and I
think we'll do a lot beccer chis year. The
team is a lot closer this year."
The swimmers say they arc prepared
and ready for the coumarnenc.
"We had a week off, but I chink
we're ready for the mccr," said junior
Nick Scarpctu. "Thanksgiving break
was a break from school, but noc from
swimming. We continued co swim."
Padovan is cautious when it comes
co evaluacing chc team's readiness.
"It's hard co tell at this point," he
said. "We've been gone for a week. Some
trained well, some didn't and there are
some that I'm nor sure about."
But Padovan says he will find comfort
in the fact that visiting Indianapolis is co
his swimmers and his own liking.
"We like their facility- it's very nice,"
said Padovan about lndiana-Purduelndianapolis' pool.
"Ic's only 2 hours away," Padovan
said. "If WC can't swim there, WC can't
swim anywhere."
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Arkansas State men's basketball
comes to Charleston Saturday and with
them is head coach Dickey Nutt. Nutt
is the brother of Arkansas football
coach Houston Nutt (above), as well as
Danny, who is Arkansas' running backs
coach, and Dennis, who is an assistant
for Coastal Carolina's men's basketball
team.
Here are three other families that
have had more than one coach in the
NCAA Division I ranks.
1. The Thompsons - While the elder John
Thompson is synonymous with Georgetown

basketball's history, he definite~ passed on
his genes to his son. John Thompson Ill is
beginning to make a name for himself at the
school. He led the Hoyas back to the Sweet
16 in last season's NCAA tournament.
2. The Bowdeas Bobby is the
winningest coach in college football history
with 364 wins. But his coaching expertise
will go on even when he is through - via his
sons. Tommy Bowden is the head coach at
Clemson, Terry was Auburn's head coach
and Jeff was the offensive coordinator at
Aorida State before resigning last month.
3. Tlte Diaoa -A more ITagic story is
one of siblings Jaime and Maggie Dixon.
Jaime is the head men's basketball coach
at Pittsburgh and Maggie was the head
women's basketball coach at Army. She died
less than a month after leading the team to
its first NCAA tournament berth ever. She
was just 28 years old.
- Marco Santana
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Case studies
in front-office
transactions
Why did they do chat?
That can't possibly make sense.
What a great deal.
Who ca.res, what difference
could it possibly make?
These arc the four levels of fan
responses to <'4:.~ ~:>n moves by
a professional team, college or
organization.
This will be the case foras long as
there is a mankind. The difference
now is the answer to fan approval/
disapproval.
Usually it goes somcching like
this: Look, we are not going co
please everyone unless we win a
championship and chac's what
we chink chis move will move us
toward.
n SEE STEVENS,
PAGE 13

Matthew Stevens 1s a senior iournahsm
major. He can be reached at

danYille19H@yahoo.com.

I NORTHERN IOWA OPEN

Robertson could return despite broken finger
He continues to
RALPH MCCAUSLAND I WRESTLING HEAD COACH
recover from offseason
"He broke a finger warming up the guys
knee surgery
(at the Missouri Open) and spent most of
the day in the emergency room. So if it's
By Adam Luck
Still P.eporter
not one thing, it's another."
One year after finishing one
spot away from the cop eight in
the NCAA Championships, senior
Kenny Robenson has yet to wrestle
a match this year.
After having surgery on his
knee in the off-season, Robcrcson
bad been waiting for the doctors'
okay to wrestle.
Now he has the go-ahead, bur a
new problem has started for him.
"His knee is fine - he broke a
finger wa.rm.ing up the guys (at
the Mis.rouri Open) and spent
most of the day in the emergency
room," said head coach Ralph
McCausland. "So if it's not one
thing, it's another."
Even with the broken finger

MEN'S BASKETBAU

co take on chat aspect of it. It gives
him a dilfcrcnc perspective of it a
linle bit. I chink chat will benefit
him as he gees back inco it.~
With
a
broken
finger,
McCausland docs nor want
Robercson co suuggie through a
match chis wcckcnd at the Northern
Iowa Open being bothered by it.

"I'd like co gee him one
and coming off the knee injury,
Robcrcson has practiced with the
team since che sea.rt of the season.
Junior Greg Peri said he is still
doing well even with the latest
injury.
"He's scruggling with his hand
but he's coming along," Pen said.
Robertson, who wrestles the
174-wcighr class, said his body is
just a bit banged up.
"My body's all right," Robenson
said. "Just a linlc banged up. Bum
knee and broken finger."
Senior Kevin Knabjian had
been wrestling in Robenson's spot
at 174-pounds, buc injured his

neck and has also been held out.
While Robercson has not
been back in action, he has been
hdping the team at practice and
tournaments as well.
He wrestles with some of his
ccammaccsduringpracticcand hdps
show chem differcnc techniques co
using during matches.
"He's been in the practice
room working with the guys,"
McCausland said. "He's gone
with us as, basically, my assistant
coach. He's been warming the
guys up before the roumament,
working with the guys during the
tournament. It's very good for him

match in before the Midlands
Tournament," said McCausland
about the coumament on Dec. 29
and 30. "If nothing else, maybe
a Norchwcsccm dual before the
Midlands Tournament."
Perz said it would be nice
having Robenson wrestling again
with dual rncccs coming up for
potentially another win. He also
said Robertson will jUSt have to
puc the pain our of his mind ch.is
weekend.
"I chink he'll be able co wrest.le
tough chis wcckcnd," Pen said.
"It'll be cough whiJc he wrestles,
but he'll have to fight through it
and deal with it afterwards."

I A FAMILY BUSINESS

Winning with the Hutts
Arkansas State coach one

of four siblings in the
college coaching ranks
By Matthew Stevens
Spor-ts P.eporter

Dickey Nurc now walks proudly through
chc stare of Arkansas.
The head coach of Arkansas Scare men's
baskccball is the brother of Arkansas foocball
head coach Houston Nute and also looks nearly
identical to his older sibling.
After a 50-14 season-opening loss co
Southern California, Dickey Nurc had co
remind the rabid Razorback fans in the state
that he was not Houston.
uThey were calling for his head,"' Dickey
Nuce said.
After 10 straight Arkansas wins and a berth
in the Southeastern Conference Championship
Game, Dickey Nurc doesn't mind the incorrect
identification.
" I get free food all the time now,.. he said.

"Ic's great."
Dickey Nurc will reach a milestone chis
season when his Indians hose Florida Atlantic
on Jan. 31.
The 25th game of the 2006-07 season will
be Nun's 342nd as ASU's head coach, which
will be more than any other coach in school
history.
Nurc will take his Arkansas State squad in co
Lancz Arena Sarurday co cake on Eastern at
7:35 p.m.
The four Nutt brothers in the Division
I coaching business arc: Houston (Arkansas
football head coach). Danny (Arkansas football
running backs coach), Dickey (Arkansas Scare
head coach) and Denn~ (Coascal Carolina
men's baskecball assistant coach).
"We were just fortunate co have an athletic
family,'' Dickey said. "We were all really good
high school players, realized we were average in
college but had a passion for it."
The experience is truly a family affair. If one
of the four has a problem. they can simply pick
up chc phone and call a brother in the same
s.iruacion.
"Every one in rhe family relates co what
we're going through," Dickey said. "I ralk to
Houston chrcc times a day, along with Danny
and Dennis about rwo times a week from
everything ro disciplining a player, recruiting
or how to handle something."
Arccmpts to reach Houston, Danny
and Dennis Nutt over the phone were
unsuccessful.
The foundation of all their coaching
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Arkansas State head coach Dickey Nutt is one of four siblings coaching in the NCAA. Houston
coaches football at Arkansas and employs his brother Danny as running backs coach. Dennis
is an assistant for Coastal Carolina's men's basketball team.
backgrounds is a deep-rooted C:1araccer
mcmalicy devdopcd -&om their parents,
Houston SL and Emogene.
"le alJ goes back to morn and dad who
taught us speak from the heart, be truthful
and treat everyone as well as you'd wane co be
treated," Dickey said. "le sounds simple, but ic

rcflecrs who you arc."
Out of nine children, Houston Sr. was the
only child in his family who was not born deal
He lacer taught at the Arkansas School for die
Deaf in Lirclc Rock, Ark., for 35 years.
n
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